
 
 

 
 
Understanding Teacher Evaluation Data 

 

The multiple measures system rests on the idea that teaching is complex and that no single measure can capture 

the spectrum of a teacher’s work. Given the complexity of teaching; teacher evaluation measures seek to 

determine teacher quality and professional development needs through observer perception of best practices 

(Standards of Effective Instruction, or SOEI), student perception of high expectations and rigor (student survey) 

and student academic growth based on prior year performance in math and reading (value added). These 

measures should be viewed concurrently in order to gain a true understanding of teacher performance. In 

addition, because of the complexity of assessing quality teaching, using multiple measures provides the best 

approximation of a student’s reality in the classroom. 

 

While well intentioned, the Star Tribune article gives the impression that the Minneapolis evaluation measures  

(SOEI, surveys, and value added) designed to assess individual teacher quality are to be viewed as individual 

measures rather than concurrent measures. The article also gives the impression that individual teacher scores 

are to be aggregated to the building level in order to support understanding of building quality. Individual 

viewing of the measures and the aggregation of scores may potentially lead to misunderstandings of school 

quality (as defined by positive student outcomes). For example, in examining the map attached to the article, 

Burroughs has been identified as far below average on the survey (purple) yet above average on math value 

added (green). They had a 6% gain in math on the MCA this year. Hall is identified as below average on the SOEI 

(red) and average in value added Reading (green). They had a 3% gain in Reading on the MCA. The aggregation 

of teacher evaluation scores relative to MCA outcomes in the cases of these two schools is confusing at best.  

 

In addition, the identification of quality through the use of colors does not provide an accurate portrayal of the 

actual variation between scores, the relativity of the assigned categories, nor the actual quality of teachers. For 

example, is there much difference between school A with an SOEI of 2.9 (below average = red) or school B with 

a SOEI score of 3.0 (average = green). These differences are negligible at the school level and one must examine 

individual teacher score variation to gain a true understanding of the student experience in a given school. This 

individual viewing of three data points by building leaders at the teacher level rather than the building level is the 

true intent and value of the teacher evaluation system. School leaders use teacher evaluation data to identify 

needs for teacher professional development, provide leadership opportunities for highly effective teachers and 

transition ineffective teachers out of the profession as needed. Aggregated scores at best provide an 

opportunity to delve deeper into grade and classroom level data in order to best understand the professional 

needs of teachers and the academic needs of our students. 


